
Payment Solution is a one-stop fintech solution based on PaaS 
(Platform-as-a-Service) platform. It enables merchants/PSPs/Banks to 
manage the operational and technical requirements in payment 
processing, allowing them to concentrate on more strategic endeavors 
in a cost-efficient way. For instance, building partnerships, marketing 
activities, and developing a distribution strategy, etc.
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PayCloud is a robust payment platform that provides real-time reporting.  Transactions are initiated on the WiseCashier app that is included as a standard feature on our range 
of seven intelligent Android terminals. PayCloud has a powerful operational administration overview, and also merchant portals, accessible either via a web-based portal or a 
mobile app known as WiseBoss.

A comprehensive omni-channel payment gateway that 
supports all kinds of payment methods.

Seven series of smart terminals that cover all points of transactions, 
no matter in-store or mobile payments.

A highly versatile and high-performance 
payment application that supports complete 
bank card transactions and mobile payment 
processing functions.

A mobile tool compatible with Android & iOS for 
merchants to handle payment and agency 
banking business.
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Smart Terminals

PayCloud



What are we offering?

A comprehensive omni-chan-
nel payment gateway that 
accepts domestic & 
international cards, QR code 
payment and digital wallets, 
allowing businesses to accept 
payments across various 
payment channels.

Omni-Channel
Payment 

Based on PCI DSS certified 
payment platform & EMV 
compliant terminal devices for 
diversified payment scenarios. 
Equipped with a complete 
monitoring and warning 
system, leverages efficient, 
stable and safe operations.

High Comliance
& Security

Open API & online checkout 
pages empower e-commerce 
and O2O businesses to accept 
payments anytime, anywhere 
in a quick and seamless way to 
maximize their sales growth. 

Open API Designed

Business Management Center 
offers payment institutions 
and merchants deeper 
business insights for their daily 
operations, helping them drive 
sales and reach more 
customers with value-added 
services.

Market-driven
Platform

Payment Platform (PayCloud) is developed based on Cloud Native technical architecture. It is 
designed and developed by DevOps. Containerized technology can effectively shield the 
difference of cloud computing environments. Multiple service nodes in different cloud environ-
ments could be easily deployed. Operation &  Maintenance Monitoring System built with 
Prometheus and Grafana, leverages efficient, stable and safe operations.

What’s our competitive edge?

Our Payment Solution meets the needs of any type of bank, financial institutions, PSPs, at any 
stage of their journey. Our comprehensive and versatile platform powers innovation and growth 
for institutions, whether you are established or emerging, global or local, physical or digital.

Flexible Business Adaptability

Industry-leading Technology

How can you benefit?

Our all-in-one Payment Solution means minimal third-party 
interactions, providing a complete solution at the fastest speed in the 
industry.

Fully Equipped Services

Our 100% proprietary technology means we have the agility to adapt 
and innovate with your evolving business and also keep up with the 
pace of regulatory and customer demands.

Ultra Flexibility

Best-in-class reliability with quick and efficient cloud-based API 
responses, fewer technical fail points, optimal business operation 
procedures and high-volume processing system.

Leading Reliability

Unlike traditional solution providers, we are highly flexible both in 
terms of technical concepts and business models. No need to be 
worried about high start-up costs, you can take your time to develop 
your business step by step. 

Affordable Start-up Cost


